
To: Headmaster 

From: JR 

Regarding: Free Gift, Request for Collaboration  

 

 

Included with the associated letter was an oblong pill, 

approximately a quarter inch in length. Do not consume this pill, 

or cause anyone to consume this pill before thoroughly reviewing 

the following details. 

 

This pill is provided as a sample only, and the Quotidian Quorom 

InfoBroker system retains all rights and applicable licenses 

regarding the pill, and does not currently authorize third party 

manufacture or distribution of the pill, or related 

magi-technological systems derived from analysis of its effects 

or composition. 

 

All information provided here-in is as is, and no guarantee can 

be provided as to efficacy or safety of the product. 

 

This pill is a combination of our historical records and the 

resource Ultrium which has recently gone into circulation.  

 

Pills effects last for approximately two weeks. 

 

While under the influence of the pill, the bio-psychological 

pattern of the mind will be monitored for interference.  Should 

interference be detected (including at the time of administering 

the pill), the pill shall cause catastrophic failure of 

biological systems, resulting in rapid death. 

 

Given our understanding of Al Darcian preferences vis-a-vi life 

over death, we are under the working assumption that such a pill 

would not be useful for your citizens.  

 

However, our own citizens are encouraged to self-administer this 

pill before interacting with any Outsiders, especially those 

originating from the Keitan League, as to maintain proper 1.2.2 

sanitization procedures.  Should the Keitan League prove at risk 

of attempting to control the planet, inoculation of target 

populations may provide sufficient deterrent. Analysis assigns 



this as: pyrrhic victory. 

 

We additionally acknowledge its potential to pre-vet unknown 

individuals (whose life or death status is not relevant), as to 

association with the Keitan League.  

 

We are reaching out to you in hopes of a collaboration effort, 

whereby the effect of the pill might be instead transferred to a 

small area of effect to protect physical locations from access by 

potential Mind Bound Quotidians (or other Mind Bound 

individuals).  

 

Arrangements may be made to compensate you in a way both sides 

feel appropriate, up to and including joint licensing of the pill 

or derivative magi-technological systems.  

 

[[Communication 1 Cease]] 

 

 

 

 

 

  



To: Headmaster 

From: JR 

Regarding: February Report, Keywords "Magic", "History" 

 

 

 

Note: All information related to nations protected by Terms and 
Conditions has been anonymized and aggregated where possible. 

Additionally, all information is provided as is from a high level 

search of our records, without novel research. 

 

Primary Objective: Investigate and Counter Mind Binding 

1.  

a. Inconclusive.  

b. Variable.  

i. Subjects expressed a level of free will ranging from 

‘altered primary priorities’ (0.5 free will) to ‘no internal 

desire/motivation’ (0.05 free will)  

2.  

a. Academy of History located anti-mind control procedures. See 

Conclusion.  

3. See larger document on summary of Testing procedures and exacts of 

binding procedures. Current mechanisms remain outside of known magical 

procedures found in historical texts (According to procedures outlined 

in [Ars Arcanum] [Neckronomicon] [Journal of Ceasyar the Unrefuted])  

4.  

a. Inconclusive.  

b. No evidence found.  

Conclusion: Academy of History located Pill able to cause instant 
self-termination of subjects whose free will drops below a 0.55. Pill 

ingredients unavailable, but theorized that Ultrium provides an 
acceptable substitute. Pills must be administered every 15-20 days. 

Current Ultrium supplies allow for inoculation of 19% of population for 
one dose. Created Pill Production Program. Program Requires more 



Ultrium + additional resources for Distribution  

 

 

Secondary Objective: Investigate genocide rating. 

 

Information passed on to [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] reports a 
theoretical 1.0+ genocid rating and has begun information purges + 

containment protocol on YELLOW. Information purge current success: 
Minimal. Current genocide rating <1.0.  Purge ceased. 
 

Shaking Plague has observed mutation: New form more virulent, changes 
EYES to color: #0000E1  

Tertiary Objective: [DATA LOST] 

[data lost], see below NAGA_REPORT  
 

 

 



 

 

 

News: 
 

GREEN espionage war continues. GREEN infiltrated into PURPLE, aided 
by PURPLE noble. 

 

NEW RED TRIBE FORMED: “Ayambe .” Ayambe is a synthesis of Tauhan 
survivors + Keitan tribe leaders who have separated from former 

tribes, located on a formerly Tauhan island. Led by Bri’Ayambe (Aka 
Bri’Otollo). Status of relationship to Sino’Otollo (Aka Mansa 
Sino’Otollo aka The Swordless King aka Meanie): 86% Stable.  



Note: historical data on Tauhan survivors is held by Keitan League.  

 


